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- **Instructor:**
  - 陳建錦 (Chien Chin Chen)
  - Office: Mgmt II 502.
  - E-mail: paton@im.ntu.edu.tw

- **Teaching assistants:**
  - 陳政彥, r96725036@ntu.edu.tw
  - 曾有德, r96725044@ntu.edu.tw

- **Class time:** ???:??~???:??, every ??

- **Location:** Mgmt II, Meeting Room 10 floor.

- **Class notes:**
  - http://www.im.ntu.edu.tw/~paton/courses/IR_2008spring
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- Text book:
  - Available on the Web:

- Grading:
Homework Policy

- We may have several programming practices.
- Zip and submit your source codes and brief notes via email to TAs.
Preface

- This course may cover the following contents:
  - 2, term vocabulary
  - 6, term weighting and vector space model.
  - 8, evaluation in information retrieval.
  - 9, relevance feedback and query expansion.
  - 11, probabilistic information retrieval.
  - 12, language models for information retrieval.
  - 13, text classification and Naive Bayes.
  - 14, vector space classification.
  - 16, flat clustering.
    - (reference), Topic detection.
  - 17, hierarchical clustering.
  - 19, web search basics.
  - 20, web crawling and indexes.
  - 21 Link analysis.